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are our classrooms offering 
productive connections?



Poh, Swenson & Picard, IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering 57.5, 2012



Marshall McLuhan
   The Gutenberg Galaxy 1962
    Understanding Media 1964
    The Medium is the Message 1967



marshall mcluhan

technologies are 
extensions of the self

“We’re always living way
 ahead of our thinking…”



“canon” by FunTwo

screenshot from YouTube



the new production studios
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media libraries

140,000,000,000

+1,000,000%

1000memories.com September 2011



pompeii
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curing AIDS…



curing AIDS…



communal creation…



communal creation…
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a widening gap…

photo courtesy of the US Geological Survey



Charles Eames
   Eames Chair 1946
   IBM Pavilion, NY World’s Fair 1964
   “Powers of Ten” 1977



charles eames



”
“Design is a plan for arran-

ging elements in such a 
way as best to accomplish 
a particular purpose…

charles eames
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isolated spaces designed 
for rhetorical questions

photo by Emory Maiden





simulated answers…



static world



those questions presume 
a static world…static world



seth godin



seth godin

”
“Never again is someone 

going to pay you to give 
them answers they can 
look up online. They’ll only 
pay you to solve problems
that don’t yet have answers.



&control

isolation

classroom structure



my 
desk

the standard model…



their 
desk

the standard model…
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50 hours × 
25 students × 
4 courses

5,000 hours



banning tools



a changing formula…

ingenuityingenuity

cheating
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a changing formula…
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antiquated paradigms…



does portability

the future…



equal mobility?

the future…



portability v. mobility…

unwiredunplugged long-termcarriable unsituated



antiquated futures
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antiquated futures

photo from Wikimedia

mobile learning?
empowerment?



Frederick W. Taylor
     Principles of Scientific Management 1911
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expectations for students…



attendance
compliance
uniformity

expectations for students…



monocultures…

the cavendish banana





why 1-to-1?



mobile futures



more facets…









karl marx



”

karl marx

From each according
to his ability to each
according to his need…“









john f. kennedy



john f. kennedy

”

“We go to the moon […] and
do these other things, not 
because they are easy, but 
because they are hard, be-
cause that goal will serve to 
organize and measure 
the best of our ener- 
gies and skills…
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think

create

publish

where 
should your 
community produce?



www.redthreadmovement.org









the future…



faculty students community
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faculty students community



location
location
location

a new paradigm…



a new paradigm…

connection
connection
connection









history

technology

politics

culture

philosophy

law

science

economics

tradition

art

religion

climate change

sustainability
hunger

justice
energy



linearity
isolation
hierarchy
simulation

a new model…



recursivity
connection
community
engagement

a new model…



the new classroom…
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thank you.


